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OFFICE OF CITY ENGINEER, \
Staunton, Ya., August 28, 1874. j

TO THE CITY CO UNCIL OF STAUNTON

:

Gentlemen :

—

In obedience to the direction of the Water Committee, to

submit to your body as close an estimate as possible of the probable cost of

the two systems, now claiming your attention, for supplying you with water,

as applied to the supply at your disposal,—and also my views as to which

system, all the facts in the case being duly considered, most strongly recom-

mends itself to your attention, both in point of utility and economy, I beg

leave to offer for your consideration, the following estimates and facts, and

afterwards my deductions from them :

In all cases, the estimates are, as far as possible, from actual prices paid

for material, and similar work elsewhere. As no location of either the line

for the gravity system, or the reservoir for the pumping system, has been

made, these estimates, while in the main correct, will not be strictly accurate

in detail—the latter being attainable only after careful location in each case,

and when bids shall have been received for the material and work. How-
ever, in affording you the means of deciding between the two systems, these

estimates will be, in all respects, all you will require. In deciding so weighty

a subject, a fair balancing of all the advantages and disadvantages of each

system must be taken into account, and that one adopted which will give you

what you seek—an abundance of pure water, at a cost which will not leave

you, and your children after you, in hopeless debt. In the words of anoth-

er, “no subject deserves more attention, nor any in which a greater number

can be interested, than an abundant supply of pure water, and a proper sys-

tem to that end. Upon such depends the health, safety and prosperity of

any community.”

Taking up first the gravity system, I shall discuss it under the following

heads: 1st, Supply, and location of supply; 2nd, Material to be used in

bringing that supply to the city, and reasons for the same; 3rd, Estimated

cost of the system complete : Jjj.’

1st. As to the Supply.—The surrounding country which would be likely

to furnish you the water supply for the Gravity system has been carefully ex-

amined. The only points which would claim your attention, as furnishing

a sufficient supply, are Alexander' s Sprin t which is the head of Baker’s creek,

v
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and Smoky Row, and which furnishes the supply of waterpower, in the main,

to Bowman’s, Palmer’s and Child’s mills, the “Black Spring,” at Mr.

Cochran’s near Summerdean, and the “Eidson Spring," near West View.

The latter two, Black’s and Eidson’s, are larger than Alexander’s, and

are so located as not to make us liable for water rights; either would

afford an ample supply of fine water. But, unfortunately, Black’s is too

far away, being some 13 miles by the road from the city, and a line of

pipes, in the very broken country necessarily passed through, would con-

siderably increase this distance. The Eidson Spring, on the other hand,

is only some 6jJ miles from the city, by the road, but is located so

close to Middle River (being only some 40 feet away) that the high, broad

ridge, which runs from Arbor Hill to a point some miles below this Spring

on the river, and divides the waters that flow into Lewis’ Creek from those

that flow into the River, cannot be crossed, and the rise is so gradual, mak-

ing the ridge so broad as to preclude the idea of tunneling. By carrying the

pipe down the River and around the divide, other high ground will be en-

countered, the length of pipe will be, as great as to Blacks, while, as our

head is less to start out with, owing to friction we would get less water. So

the only source of supply for this system left for your consideration, at any-

thing like a reasonable distance is the Alexander Spring.

From my Report, dated July 28, 1874, the quantity of water flowing from

this Spring was 968,535 gallons per 24 hours. I estimated a branch which

came in below, and which we could use, would give us 242,134 galls, more.

Since then I have learned from reliable sources, that the Spring alone can

be relied on, in times of extreme drought—giving a supply of 968,535 galls.

From a careful measurement of the distance on the county map, coming by

Hebron Church, and through the C. & O. R. R. cut at Mitchell’s Summit,

as our levels showed would be the only point at which the above-qientioned

divide could be crossed, I find the distance 8 j4 miles, as the least, which

will not be shortened, on a location, and not 8 miles as at first supposed.

So our supply is 968,535 gals., and the distance 8)4 miles.

2ND, Material to be Used.—The calculations are all made for cast iron

1'ipe such as will stand the amount of pressure brought on it, and which

is in use all over the country, and proved equal to the requirements. I

have written to a manufacturer of pipe who offered to one of your com-
mittee pipe at $1.87 per foot, stating the requirements, pressure, and speci-

fications and tests, and asking if the $1.87 would cover that, and the most

indefinite of answers was the result.

From the Trustees’ Report, to the city of Toledo, O., p. 1st, the question

ofcement pipe was carefully scrutinized, and they say: “But upon a careful

scrutiny of it luhere used, and also ascertaining the shortness of its duration,

and its liability to get out of repair, we became fully convinced that it would
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be unwise to adopt its use, and have therefore decided to use cast iron pipe, and

no other.” And since your city cannot at this time afford making experi-

ments, have decided on cast iron as having been proven to be durable, reliable

and efficient.

3rd. Estimated Cost of the System Complete.—These estimates are

from actual figures elsewhere, and embrace the following items, which must

be provided for

:

1st. Water right from Bowman’s, Palmer’s, and Child’s mills.

2nd. Repairs to mill dam, or rvork at Alexander’s Spring.

3rd. 8% miles—44,880 feet of 12 in. pipe.

4th. Lead for joints.

5th. Excavation of trench.

6th. Hauling, pipe, laying pipe and re-filling trench.

7th. Air locks, waste pipes, contingencies, &c.

[From Trautwine’s Book, page 574.]

Assuming pipe costs $67.20 per ton, delivered on the street, lead for joints,

(say 24 lbs per joint at 10 cts.) and the laying, (including digging and re-

filling the trenches in earth, making the joints, including gasket yarn for that

purpose.) According to rates which experience has shown to be fair, when

common labor costs $1.00 per day:—these estimates of course varying with

fluctuations in price of material ;—we have, using $/% in. 12 in. diameter

pipes

:

FOR ONE MILE.

1st. Case, - - 205 tons @ $67.20 - - - $13,776.00
15,000 lbs lead “ 10 cts - - - 1,500.00

Laying 5280 feet “ 28 cts - - - 1,478.40

Total Cost, $i6,754-4o

[From the same authority, page 575.]

Contract price for laying pipe in city of Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1868, includ-

ing hauling, digging and refilling the trenches, laying pipe, lead, gasket yarn,

&c., but exclusive of cost of pipe, was 60 cts. per lineal foot for 12 in. pipe,

12 ft. long.

FOR ONE MILE.

2nd. Case, - - Cost of 205 tons pipe@ $67.20 - $13,776.00
Laying 5280 feet “ 60c. - - 3,168.00

Total Cost $16,944.00

From the report of the Committee on Water, of the city of Richmond,

dated Feb., 1874, page 4, the contract price of pipe was $62.00 per ton.

—

From a rise in iron, this contract was abandoned, and afterwards it was let

for $87.00 per ton. From the City Engineer of Richmond, in letter of July,

1874, the contract price of 12 in. pipe now is $60.00 per ton :
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3rd. Case- FOR ONE MILE.

440 pieces@i26olbs.=554,4oolbs.=247^ tons of 224olbs.@$6o, $14,850.00

440 joints @ 15 lbs. lead each, 6,600 lbs. 10c. 660.00

2,933 cubic yards excavation, “ 20c. 586.60
To haul, lay pipe and refill trench 5,280 feet, “ 36c. 1,900.80

Total Cost T7.997 4°

At $62 per ton, as noticed in that report, and the excavation, ire.,

as above, the cost of one mile would be $18,492.40
at $87 per ton, -------- 24,679.90

Now, supposing the water right can be obtained from all these mills for

$15,000, which is full low,—and that the dam can be put in the order it,

should be for $2,500,—and the 10 p.c. contingencies in each case will cover

air locks, waste pipes, &c.—we have the following estimates for the whole

distance, 8*4 miles, for each of the three cases above.

1st. Case, S }4 miles @$16,754,
Water right,

Dam,

Air locks, contingencies 10 p. c.,

Total Cost, -

2nd Case.

$142,412.40
15,000.00

2,500.00

I 59,9 I2 -4°

I 5,99 I - 24

$ i 75,9°3.64

8)4 miles @$16,944.00
Water right

Dam -

144,024.00
15,000.00

2,500.00

Air locks, &c., contingencies 10 p. c., -

161,524.00

16,152.40

Total Cost - $177,676.40

3rd. Case.

8)4 miles pipe @$17,997.40
Water right

Dam - - -

.

152,977.9°
15,000.00

2,500,00

Air locks, &c., contingencies 10 p. c.,

170,477.90

17,047.79

Total Cost -
^> I S 7 , 5 25 . 69

I shall discuss the pumping system under the following heads :

1st. Source of supply.

2nd. Machinery.

3rd. Estimated cost of pumping system complete.
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ist. Source of Supply.—The water to be used will be the combined stream

flowing from the Springs on “Spring Farm,” which is already owned by the

city. By the measurements of S. A. Richardson, C. E., in April, 1857, the

flow was 2,946,240 gallons per 24 hours. By M. A. Miller C. E., Sept. 20,

1872, the flow was 1,809,561 gallons per 24 hours. And by C. W. Oltmanns,

in March, 1874, the flow was 2,810.496 gallons per 24 hours. Which gives

an average of 2,522,099 gallons per 24 hours. The site for the reservoir

would be on the hill back of the Va. Female Inst., owned by the President

of your body, and distant from the pump, 1,500 feet, and at a vertical eleva-

tion above the stream at that point of 200 feet.

2nd. Machinery to be Used.—From a careful perusal of all the reports

in my possession, showing the performance of pumping engines, I have esti-

mated for a “Worthington Duplex Engine.” It is no experiment to use one

of his engines, as they have been in use 20 years, viz: in Savannah, Georgia,

Cambridge, Charlestown, and Salem, Mass.; Newark, Jersey City, and Rah-

way, N. J.; Harrisburg, Philadelphia, and Norristown, Pa.; Providence, R.

I., Poughkeepsie, and Brooklyn, N. Y. “This kind of pumping machinery

is recommended for the reason that a thorough test, in many cities of the

country, has demonstrated its superiority as regards simplicity of construction,

economy, reliability and efficiency in operation, as well as in point of its

durability.” Seethe “report of Trustees to City of Toledo;” also, City

Engineer’s Report on Water Works, of Philadelphia: “While recommending

this pumping engine especially, there can be no objection to the use of any

other style guaranteed to do the same duty, and of the same capacity, still,

you should always keep in mind, that in acting for the city, it is not safe or

advisable to recommend any experimental style of engine, that has not before

done the duty and has the capacity required, and has not made a public re-

cord at least equal to the requirements of your specifications.”

3rd. Estimated Cost of the Pumping System Complete.—The prices

for the engines are from prices given by Mr. Worthington to me. in answer

to letters

:

ist. Water right to Witz & Holt say ...
2nd. Cost of Duplex pumps, with compound engines,

including boiler and connections, foot and check

valves, delivered, erected and ready for use, pump-

ing capacity 1,250,000 gals, per 24 hours,

3rd. Cost of high pressure Duplex million gallons

per 24 hours for use in emergency, without boiler,

4th. 1,500 ft. 12 in. pipe 1,260 lbs. each, 125 pieces

=157,500=703 tons 71 tons pipe a $60

5th. Lead 125 joints a i5lbs.=i875lbs. a 10c.

6th. Excavation mile=977 yds a 20c.

$15,000.00

13,000.00

2.350.00

4.260.00

187.50

195.40
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7th. Hauling, laying, &c., a 36c. per ft. -

8th. Engine house, ------
9th. Terra Cotta pipe from Springs to well, -

Making a total of -

Estimate of reservoir to contain 4,000,000 gallons:

27,900 cubic yards earth a 50c.

305,530 brick to pave inside a $12 -

Masonry in inlet and outlet chambers, &c., -

Land for reservoir site, - -

Total cost of res’ r - - -

TOTAL COST OF PUMPING SYSTEM.

Machinery, &c., ...
Reservoir, - -

Total

Cost of working above engine one month continuous work :

Cost coal at average of $7.50 per ton

Engineer’s wages, ...
Fireman - -

Oil, waste, packing and general supplies -

Continuous Running—Total per month,

year,

540.00

5 ,000.00

1 ,000.00

$41 > 53 2 - 9°

l 3 ,950.00

3 ,666.00

10,000.00

I ,500.00

$29 ,
1 16.00

41 > 53 2 - 9 °

2 9 ,
1 16.00

$70,648.90

OO61-0

75.00

40.00

15.00

OO6co
U~i

* 9 -33/3

$6,960.00

In order to make a fair comparison of the two systems before us, we must

compare them as regards actual cost, and also as to the amount of water now

furnished, by each, the capabilities of extension, should such extension be

needed, and which would be the safer system in case of a large fire.

With the gravity system we can only get 968,535 gallons per 24 hours.

—

And as this is all the Spring affords, should more be needed, w'e must go

elsewhere. In case of fire, unless we had a reservoir, only this amount, (968,-

535) could be obtained in 24 hours. In the pumping system we have 1,250,-

000 galls, per 24 hours
;
should an increased supply be required, this quan-

tity can be doubled, by the addition of another pump. In case of fire we

have a reserve of at least 2,000,000 galls, in the reservoir, to commence with,

and the pump to give us more than the gravity affords, besides. I think on

the score of safety alone, in order to make the two systems equal, the cost of a
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reservoir should be added to the estimates of the gravity method. James 1\

Kirkwood, Esq., Hydraulic Engineer, Brooklyn, N. Y.,says. “A reservoir,

when it is possible, is a valuable adjunct to any system of water supply keep-

ing in store surplus water, in cases of emergency, and delivering the water at

uniform pressure.”

In regard to water rights, it is an open question whether the city has the

right to condemn outside of her corporate limits, and she must own these

rights exclusively in using Alexander’s Spring. In the pumping system, her

right to condemn is unquestioned.

Besides for years to come, until the population is so large as to require

constant pumping, it can be done at night. Thus reducing this item of

water right far below my estimate in using this system. I have left out of

the estimate of the pumping system, the cost of “Spring Farm,’’ since it is

to be used for the Alms House, leaving it to the Council to decide, if any,

what amount must be charged to the Water Works.

By running the pumps at night, as suggested, less damage, if any, would be

the result, and until we increase very decidedly in population, we would not

be obliged to run oftener than four nights, equal to two days of 24 hours, in

a week, after once filling the reservoir. Two days would give us at 1,250,-

000 gals, per 24I1, 2,500,000 gals. Allowing 50 gals, per inhabitant per day,

this amount would supply, 50,000 people, and as we have not 7,000 yet, this

amount would be a little over 7 days supply. Therefore,we must pump 2 days a

week, or 8 a ftionth, or 100 days a year, until we get more people than 7,-

000. Where running is continuous, the expense is $19.33 Vs Per day. The

cost of our way of working until such time as we exceeded 7,000, would be

the difference in amount of coal, oil, waste, &c., as we would have to pay the

Engineer and fireman for full time

:

Estimated cost of pumping 100 days, (actual figures)

100 days at 2 tons per day,=200 tons a $7.50 - 1,500.00
Engineer at $75. per month, ... . 900.00
Fireman a$qo, - .... . 480.00
Oil, waste, &c., and general supplies $5 per mo. - 60.00

Total cost - ... $2,940.00

1st. From these figures you will see that the gravity system

calls for an expenditure of $1 75,903.64 using the small-

est estimate.

2nd. To make it equal in point of safety, as regards fire, a

reservoir costing as much as in the other system ($29,-

116.00) must be built, making total cost - - $205,0x9.64

3rd. That since we provide for the carrying of all the water

at our disposal, the system is not capable of extension.
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complete is $70,648.90, and with such expenditure we

get 1,250.000 gals, per 24 hours or 281,465 gals, in ex-

cess, over the other.

2nd. In case of fire we have at least 2,000,000 in store, and

the larger supply in addition from the pump.

3rd. Should an extension of the works ever be required, we

can double our amount of water by adding additional

pumps.

Comparing them from a money point of view, the interest on the money

to get the two systems in operation, and the expenditure necessary to keep

them going, must be compared :

In the gravity system, it will be the interest in the first case without the

reservoir, on $175,903.64 at 6 p. c. = $10,554.22 per year.

With the essential it will be the interest on $205,019.64 at 6 p.c. == $12,-

301.17 per year.

In the pumping system, it will be the interest on the cost $70,648.90 at

6 p.c.=$4, 238.93 per year, and to this must be added the yearly expense

for fuel, waste, engineer and fireman — $2,940. Making a total yearly ex-

pense of= $7,178.93 which would be increased after the population reach-

ed 7,000.

The advantages of the pumping system are

—

1st. It furnishes 1,250,000 galls, per 24 hours, against 968,535 gallons

by gravity, an increase of 281,465 gals.

2nd. It is capable of extension to 2,500,000 gals, per 24 hours, by the

addition of another pump.
3rd. In cases of fire, it is safer than the other, unless the other has a re-

servoir, as it will have 2,000,000 in store, and more capacity in ad-

dition.

4th. It costs less money by $3,375.29 per year than the gravity system

does without the reservoir. And $5,122.24 less per year than the

gravity system does with a reservoir.

These being the facts as developed by careful estimates, I unhesitatingly

recommend to you the pumping system, as best suited to your case, as giving

you more water at first, as being capable of extension, as affording better pro-

tection from fire unless a reservoir is used with the gravity system, and, finally,

as being from $3,375.29 to $5,122.24 the cheaper.

As the town increases in population above 7,000, the expenses for fuel,

&c., will increase, until the time arrives for your pump to be kept continu-

ously at work, when that time comes the annual running expenses, will be

$6,960. Making a total, with the interest, of=$ii,i98-93 per year, ex-

penses.



But this expenditure will give you 1,250,000 gals, per 24 hours, which will

supply 25,000 people at 50 gals, apiece, with this increased population it

will be easy to meet this increased expense.

And when that day comes even then the pumping system will be $1,102.24

cheaper than the gravity system with a reservoir. With 25,000 people here

the gravity system would fail altogether to supply them with 50 gals, apiece.

With a revenue of say $3,000 from your present water works, only the

balance of $4,178.93 will have to be provided in order to enable you to erect

these most important works.

And surely from every stand point, from which we view the enterprise, it

is worth not only an earnest effort, but even a sacrifice. Once done the

burden will lighten each year : If the Council intends building these works

in 1875, si16 must get all plans, specifications, and make location, and thus

be ready to commence the work in the early Spring, and push it through,

during the warm weather; to do this, will require all the time between now
and then. All of which information is most respectfully submitted for your

consideration.

DONALD ALLEN, Civil Engineer.

[EXTRACT.]

IN COUNCIL EOR THE CITY OF STAUNTON, 1

September 1st, 1874. j

General Echols presented the following resolution, which was adopted :

“Resolved, That the Committee on Finance be instructed to report at as

early a day as possible, when and how, in their opinion, the necessary

amount can be raised upon the credit of the city to complete the Water
Works in accordance with the report of the City Engineer.”

Mr. R. W. Burke submitted the following resolution, which was adopted:

Resolved

,

That the Committee on Water be authorized, when necessary,

to employ an Engineer to make the Plans and Specifications, and superin-

tend the construction of New Water Works.

Teste

—

NEWTON ARGENBRIGHT. for Clerk Council.
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